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Abstract
Current approach for microstructure images recognition and image-based properties measurement utilized
manual iterative image filtering and threshold-binarization process until image areas, corresponding to desired
structure elements, were extracted. This approach, however, led to information loss and inaccurate results,
due to extensive filtering required to remove noise and extract features. Results were very sensitive to
scanning method used to obtain images, image quality and coloring. Also, manual binarization process
assumes that desired structure features are already known.
In this article, we present and describe implementation and results of new approach, where image is
segmented using algorithms based on Watershed [1], Morphological Geodesic Active Contours (MorphGAC),
and Morphological Active Contours without Edges (MorphACWE) [2-3] algorithms, providing contextindependent image partitioning. After image is segmented, obtained segments are classified and then
measurements are taken for desired classes. This approach allows to find more features than binarization
approach with higher accuracy, as minimal filtering is required, and MorphGAC/ACWE algorithms tend to be
more accurate in edge and contour detection than simple thresholding or linear filters.
Our program is written in Python, with use of OpenCV and Scikit-image libraries. It implements mentioned
algorithm and provides tools for image filtering, and also analysis and measurements tools including features
size and distribution statistics are available. For optimization enhancements, Python C-extensions and
OpenCL-based GPU processing will be used if needed.
Future enhancements include graph theory structure analysis, as image partitioned into segments
corresponding to structure elements can be easily represented in a graph form. Our goal is also to utilize neural
network for microstructure recognition, segmentation and property analysis.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In the age of digitization, automated and semi-automated processing and analysis of images is widely used in
many fields of science and technology, among others, in medicine (including the analysis of images from USG
or CT), geology (recognition of rocks in petroleum geology) or criminology (face recognition).
The intensive deployment of vision systems in the various fields of our lives has an obvious cause. Human
perception has often limited possibilities. By using appropriate image processing operations, information that
is not normally recognized by the human visual system [4] can be obtained.
There is a general algorithm whose implementation is a necessary and fundamental requirement in image
processing and analysis. In order to process the image and use it as a source of information, the first step is
to transform it into a digital image (image acquisition). In the next step the analysis should be performed which
includes filtering, segmentation, object localization and determines their characteristics [4]. Figure 1 shows a
diagram of a standard procedure in the analysis and image processing.
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Figure 1 Image processing and analysis algorithm [5]
The first step of image processing and analysis according to the above scheme (Figure 1) is to digitize the
image. Briefly, image digitization can be described as the processing of analog signals into digital signals,
which are signals whose domain and codomain are discrete.
The next step is filtration (Figure 2). Filtration is a pixel operation. Based on the appropriate mathematical
transformation, it changes the source pixel parameters to the new one, taking into account neighboring pixels.
The main purpose of filtration in this paper was to reduce noises of metallic microstructure and to minimize the
effects of image compression.

Figure 2 Image filtering scheme
In the next step of processing and analysis of images, segmentation is realized. Due to the needs of the present
work this is a priority step. Segmentation is the process of dividing an image area into certain zones, which
are defined by specific properties, often based on color homogeneity. The main advantages of image
segmentation tend to be in two directions. First, they give the user the freedom to access individual data.
Secondly, they provide accurate information about the processed data, while providing the user ability to
modify individual regions [6].
Two types of image segmentation were used. Watershed [1] and Morphological Geodesic Active Contours
(MorphGAC) [2-3].
The name Watershed comes from the name of the boundary separating the river basin or water basins.
Watershed is implemented for grayscale images. Watershed algorithms use region and contour information to
split the image, presenting it as a topographical 3D relief, comprising two spatial dimensions, and a third being
information about a specific attribute [6].
MorphGAC belongs to a group of algorithms called Morphological Snakes. MorphGAC is one of the best known
examples of contour evolution methods. The operation of the algorithm is to find a contour that serves as the
boundary of the image separation in two areas based on the content of the image. The method works by
solving partial differential equations (PDE’s) on an embedding function that has a contour defined as zero.
Morphological snakes are designed to provide a quick, simple and stable approximation to PDE's. This
accomplishes this task by replacing the PDE conditions with the multiple use of morphological operators over
the binary embedding [2-3].
2.

METHODOLOGY

For the purpose of the article the author's program Structure Processor for processing and analysis of images,
especially photos of metallic materials structures, was created. The paper presents results of analyzes carried
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out on photos of the Inconel 718 microstructure in the delivery state and after high temperature flow-forming
process.
2.1.

Acquisition

Acquisition of a microstructure images was made using a scanning electron microscope. The device was
connected to a computer, which allowed the images to be digitized. The structure pictures are shown in
Figure 3.
a)

b)

Figure 3 Pictures from SEM, Inconel 718 in delivery conditions (a) and after plastic deformation in high
temperature (b)
2.2.

Filtering

In the next stage of the work, the image was filtered. The main objective was to achieve a maximum
homogeneous color in each grain of material while maintaining grain boundaries. The Chambolle noise
reduction algorithm was used for this purpose [8]. The results are shown in Figure 4.
a)

b)

Figure 4 Noise reduction on the microstructure pictures by Chambolle method
2.3.

Segmentation

In order to achieve image segmentation, a grid of markers was generated (Figure 5). The marking grid is
prepared for this method, due to the Watershed segmentation requirement: the algorithm starts with starting
points, markers. Then it searches the adjacent points, expanding the area (still containing the starting point).
If two areas are merged, the boundary is generated. If the grain did not contain a starting point, it could be
incorporated into another.
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a)

b)

Figure 5 Marker grid generated for Inconel 718 in delivery conditions (a) for Inconel 718 after plastic
deformation (b)
2.4.

Localization

In the next step, the marker grid is applied on the filtered image to locate the objects and mark the grain
boundaries. The grain location result is shown in Figure 6.
a)

b)

Figure 6 Grain boundaries determined by the Watershed method
Locations of objects were also obtained using the MorphGAC algorithm. Exemplary results are shown in
Figure 7.
a)

b)

Figure 7 Location of objects using the MorphGAC method. Inconel 718 in delivery conditions (a) and after
plastic deformation (b)
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2.5.

Characterization

This is the last step in working on an image. The Structure Processor is equipped with a report and has several
report options available to choose from. A base or extended report can be generated. A file obtained from the
program contains information about the geometry of the counted objects and image files, each with a single
grain. In Figure 8, a sample .csv file of the report is given.

Figure 8 Except from a sample report

3.

SUMMARY

Structure Processor is in development, but based on the results obtained with the Watershed algorithm, it can
be said that the method is efficient and allows the structure to be analyzed with satisfactory accuracy. An
important aspect is the selection of appropriate parameters for both pre-filtering, filtering, and algorithms.
The application of automatically generated markers shortens the analysis time and allows processing of more
data.
The morph type algorithm is extremely sensitive to the parameters. The effects are not fully satisfactory yet.
Future work will be conducted to improve the quality of the algorithm results.
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